SUBJECT: MANDARIN CHINESE

GRADE LEVEL: 11/12

Mandarin Chinese III/IV Study Guide Quarter 1 #1

今日事，今日毕 jīn rì shì, jīn rìbì
Don’t put off until tomorrow what can be done today.

Overview
The primary goal of this quarter is to help students establish a solid foundation of vocabulary,
knowledge of Chinese and communicate skills through the natural and gradual integration of
language, content and cultural elements. We will focus on hobbies in this quarter.

Guiding Question
兴趣爱好
What are your hobbies? How can you talk about your hobbies in mandarin?
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Lessons


Hobby: music 弹钢琴，弹吉他，听音乐，唱歌



What are your hobbies? 你有什么兴趣爱好？看书，看小说，杂志



Hobby: art 艺术，画画，油画，水彩画，国画



Hobby: sports 运动，游泳，打网球，打篮球，打排球，打高尔夫球，踢足球，滑
冰，滑雪，跑步



Hobby: dance 舞蹈



Hobby：movie 电影



What are you doing? 你在干什么呢？



Unit review

Group Work:
_____ Oral presentation about hobbies
_____ Essay writing about hobbies. Peer editing is required.

Choose two of the following
_____ Refer to the sample questions. Interview three classmates about their hobbies. Write down
your conversation.
_____ Refer to the sample dialogue. Make a similar dialogue with your partner.
_____ Refer to the sample picture. Draw your own picture and then describe it.
_____ Make a survey in Mandarin about hobbies and write a short report.

Individual Work:
_____ Character writing (due in class)
Following the stroke order, trace and write the characters on the provided worksheets.
_____ Vocabulary cards (due in class)
Make vocabulary cards with index cards. Write the character on one side; sound and meaning on
the other side. These cards will be used in the vocabulary test.
_____ Sentence pattern worksheet (due in class)
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Choose two of the following:
_____ Say the indicated words in Mandarin. Then do the activity.
_____ Say one sentence in Mandarin about each picture
_____ Ms. Sun names one item of a particular category and the student is expected to add more
to it.
_____ Complete the sentences in Mandarin.

_____ Make a sentence with each group of words/phrases given.
_____ Read the given paragraph and answer the following questions.
_____ Correct any mistakes. Write down the correct sentences.

Assessment:
Individual work
Group work
Unit test

Class Policy:


Take responsibility to complete assigned tasks, use textbook and other resources to learn
new topics, and actively participate individually, in small groups, and as a class.



Ask questions during class time, be attentive, take notes as needed, and use the class time
wisely.



To receive respect, you must show respect. Model grace and courtesy.



Eating in class is not permitted.



No gum or drinks allowed (water in sealed bottle is ok).



Cell phones are to be turned off and put away in a backpack or a purse.
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